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in the shoes industry, as long as the mention of "Sun" (Rising), shoes fans immediately know that no one else is speaking, it is Air
Jordan.html" target=" _blank"; > Jordan; XII (12). The pair of shoes and whole white, with air holes to create a magnificent scene, The
red sun rises in sky. casts a thousand beams. now, people have shown this new replica called "sunrise". That is because the front
foot pressure at a stone grain leather wings open diving trend, white leather wrinkles postpedes as colorful as foot auspicious clouds
rising and piercing out from the car as if the line suddenly burst out, like the dazzling brilliance, the world did not dare to look up. The
shoes are available in small quantities and are being sold in Marquee Sole, a well-known store. No friends like you should miss it.
Source: Battle shoes Wang 

Air Jordan XII Jordan Wang Risheng shoes engraved Japanese Mighty Crown x Nike Dynasty Reggae group 15th anniversary note 

comments on 
A: Air Jordan XII or Jordan shoe king engraved a Japanese Reggae group Mighty Crown x Nike Dynasty 15th anniversary injection 

09 spring summer, you have to pay attention to the fashion brand Jean Paul Gaultier (Gao Tiye). Especially its 09 years of spring and
summer women's shoes, but also the theme lively. Design lady. Beautiful Jean Paul Gaultier. 

Nike x Nike classic Edison Chan new year new shoes 
collectors favorite overall look 

comments on 
A: Nike classic collectors favorite next: Edison Chan x Nike new year new shoes to see 

from the NIKE TALK website found AIR JORDAN.html" target=" _blank" > JORDAN 23 black and white photos, rumors of the end of
AJ, although there is no detailed data at this stage, but look at the style design, with its main function should be as a selling point. 
Nike, x, Porter, x, serato, AF1 are more popular than new style shoes 

comments on 
last article: Nike x Porter x serato AF1 next: higher than new style shoes debut 

June 24, 2010, sixty from the United States and around the world basketball talent made they set foot on the first step on the road to
become a superstar, rising young rookie NBA. Through the media yesterday NBA rookie days for the first time exposure of the
picture, you can see their shoes with a mettlesome and handsome bearing style. As the only a unanimous selection of the best team



a team of John Wall (John Wall) is carrying Reebok shocking debut, while the Milwaukee bucks Larry Saunders (Larry Sanders),
Detroit pistons (Terrico White) and Terrico White Eric Bly Alfonso of the Losangeles clippers (Eric Bledsoe) is fully demonstrated
their love for Air Jordan recently, respectively, showed the fresh Air Jordan IX (9) Retro of the original color and engraved version of
Air Jordan VII (7) "to /For I love the Love of the Game" stunning masterpiece. The following is the NBA battle shoes front reporter, the
first time from the scene sent back to the exclusive coverage, wonderful, not to be missed. Source: Battle shoes Wang 

Larry Sanders - Air Jordan 11 Black / red 

Wesley Johnson - Adidas TS Heat Check P.E. players don't note version 

Terrico White - Air Jordan 9 White / Black - red 

Derrick Favors - Adidas TS Heat Check P.E. players don't note version 

Evan Turner - Nike Zoom Hyperfuse P>
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